
Teacher Guide to Student Worksheet 1-Introduction Through Images

DO NOW: Using significant images from the “Mock Trial Case Study on Mother Jones,” make predictions 
about the issues of this time period. Start by describing the people, images, and objects in the photo. 
Then write about what the image says about the time period. What might one be able to predict about the 
life of Mother Jones using the images and captions on the pages?

EXHIBIT B- This image shows a miner bent over inside 

a mine, leaning on a car filled with coal. His face is 

blackened with coal dust, and his lamp on his hard hat is 

shining. This image tells me that coal miners work in dark, 

cramped, dirty spaces underground. 

Courtesy of David and Bev Jones, http://blossburg.org/

MOTHER JONES-This black and white photograph shows an older woman 

with snow white hair, spectacles, and a lacy black dress and white lace scarf. 

She is staring directly into the camera. From her direct stare, I would infer she 

is direct in other ways (candid, confrontational). She seems to like to dress up. 

Her impression is of a grandmother, but one that you would not want to cross.

Courtesy of the American Catholic History Research Center and University Archives, 
http://libraries.cua.edu/achrcua/index.html

EXHIBIT C-In this photo, boys dressed in work overalls and caps are leaning over coal chutes and 

picking out the slate with their fingers. A young man stands 

above them on the steps looking down on their work. It 

seems the young man standing above them may be their 

overseer (inspecting their work). The work seems like it 

would be tedious and tiring on your eyes, fingers, and back. 

Image donated by Corbis-Bettmann



EXHIBIT E – This picture shows a boy in overalls and a hat standing outside a 

building. He has lost his right arm and wears his right shirt sleeve tied in a knot. 

How did the boy lose his arm? Was he working in a dangerous environment? The 

title for this image is “Luther Watson…is 14 years old…His right arm was cut off…

November 1907.”

Courtesy of the NYPL digital gallery, New York Public Library

EXHIBIT F- In this photo young boys huddle together holding picket signs that say, “We only ask for 

Justice.” ; “We Want to Go to School.”; ‘We are protected by a tariff”; and “More School, Less Hospitals.” 

These children are fighting for child labor laws 

to be written so that they can get out of 

dangerous work environments and go to 

school.

  

Image donated by Corbis-Bettmann

EXHIBIT G-A woman in a black dress and hat leads a parade of young children and several adults 

walking through the street in town. One boy carries an American flag. Another person holds a protest 

sign. The woman is Mother Jones, and the children are most likely those who have worked in factories.

Jones, Mary Harris. Autobiography of Mother Jones.  
Charles H Kerr: 1925



EXHIBIT H – This photo shows a boy who has fallen 

asleep on steps outside. His head rests on top of a stack of 

newspapers he was trying to sell. From this photo, one 

could infer that “newsies” have to get up very early in order 

to sell newspapers and lose sleep. His boots also look worn 

and dirty. He may be tired from walking the city streets. 

Courtesy of the NYPL digital gallery,

                                                                                                                                    New York Public Library     

EXHIBIT I-               

Three young boys stand together on the sidewalk with a 

stack of newspapers under their arms. From this photo and 

Exhibit H, it seems that one of the jobs young boys have in 

the city is to sell newspapers on the streets. 

  
Courtesy of the Library of Congress


